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affluent and having an effect on
Mexican tradition becomes
continued from page 29
clearer every year.Anyone who
has come to Cabo or La Paz
a traditional meal in the house for the last five years has seen
with homemade temales and the change on the road. The old
atole and often go to church battered run-down truck or
later that night. By the time we Volkswagen beetle has become
Gringos sit down for our a rarity while newer cars have
Christmas dinner, Mexicans are become the norm. With that
still down and out from their cel- growing prosperity, our North
American Christmas customs
ebrations the night before.

MEXICANS...

Many Mexicans take vacation around Christmas time,
making it the second, after Easter, most important vacation
time of the year. As with most
Mexican fiestas, this is not a one
day event. The official Christmas holiday season in Mexico
starts with the posadas nine
days before Christmas and
goes on relentlessly to Epiphany
January 6. That is the day
Mexican children used to get

seem to become also more visible, turning Christmas in a giftgiving frenzy with no end in sight.
Not all change is for the better,
and I wish we could preserve
some of the Mexican traditions, especially at this time
of year.
To learn Mexican customs is like learning their
language. Living with a
Mexican family is the best
mode to acquire that knowl-

their gifts. Despite the anti-clerical laws that were imposed on
the church by the Mexican
Constitution of 1917, most
Mexicans still call themselves
Catholic. Many of those seem
to practice their faith and this
explains why Christmas is still
such a predominantly religious
fiesta.
That the Mexican population is clearly growing more

edge if you have that opportunity. Once my wife and I
were invited to celebrate
Christmas Eve with a local
family. It got off on a rather
slow start, but once every
family member had arrived,
the servings of food and
drinks never stopped. Everyone had at least a few
glasses of ponche con
piquete. This is a nice,
punch-like, hot beverage
made from seasonal fruits
with a cinnamon stick and a
royal shot of tequila, a nice one
for this occasion. There were
so many different appetizers
and the actual traditional dinner did not start until 9.30 or
10 that night. There were no
small children around, so
there wasn’t a piñata. Too
bad, because I would have
loved to be blindfolded and
have the opportunity to hack
that papier-mâché star in a
hundred pieces. I hope you
have a chance to experience
a traditional Noche Buena if
you like and wish you a Merry
Christmas.
As New Years Eve is still
a week away, you will have
plenty of time to figure out
where you would like to be
when 2011 turns around.
Prospero año nuevo. 
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